1. SPINNING MACHINES
6.16 – FANCY YARN MACHINES

1.6.16.021
Circular crochet knitting machine of high speed for the production of tubular cords,
16 positions on double front (8 heads per side)
Electronic variation of the rotation speed by inverter
Package on cone 6"
Maximum cone diameter 320 mm
Speed from 4 to 27 m/m regulated by inverter
Creel placed on the top of machine
Interchangeable cylinders
Possibility to work from all kind of yarns.
All heads simultaneously driven by tangential belt
Density regulation system.

1.6.16.022
Flanged winder Pafa mod. BC 200 – yoc 2004
12 positions double side (6 positions per side)
for flange reels in both cylindrical or bottle shapes

1.6.16.023
No. 1 Fancy yarn machine Lezzeni mod. TF/DS
y.o.c. 1995
240 spindles double side (120 spindles per side)
Ring size 90 mm – gauge 20 mm
Feeding from yarn
Single hollow spindle
Driven by PC
External creel
Complete with :
No.1 Rewinder for flanged bobbins – y.o.c. 1995
44 positions double side (22 per side)
Lot of spare parts like tubes, flanged bobbins trolleys etc.
1. SPINNING MACHINES

6.16 – FANCY YARN MACHINES

1.6.16.025
Fancy yarn machine Imatex– y.o.c. 1999
Needle head system with pneumatic insertion of 2 yarns for special effects.
64 positions double side (32 positions per side)
with package on tube
Indipendent side
Equipped with positive feeder of the yarn